<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Attend our...</strong></th>
<th><strong>If you...</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Sample a Class**  
 to immerse yourself in a real hybrid experience alongside our current students | are curious about the atmosphere of a thought-provoking, student centric, graduate-level classroom |
| **LEVEL Information Session**  
 to learn how you can build foundational analytical skills through this 15 week boot camp course | are interested in brushing up your statistical analysis skill set or learning data analytics for the first time |
| **Making Your Move...Panel Discussion**  
 and learn from experts on career changing and advancement | are ready to be inspired to undertake a career change or advancement in your field |
| **Work, Life, School...Panel Discussion & Reception**  
 to hear accounts from students and faculty on personal and professional growth through industry-aligned graduate studies. | have a desire to meet people who have made or are currently making the life-changing decision of earning an advanced degree |
| **ABSN Information Session**  
 to tour our new nursing facility and learn the requirements for our program | are considering a career change to or advancement in the healthcare industry |
| **Webinar: Making Sense of the Virtual Classroom**  
 to learn the benefits and flexibility of our online learning platform | have ever asked yourself, “How does online learning work?,” “How many hours a week will this degree consume?,” or “Can I learn online?” |
| **Application Workshop**  
 and engage in a one-on-one counseling session regarding your application, requirements and statement of purpose | are ready to press “submit” but need an insiders advice on presenting your best portfolio |
| **Doctoral Reception**  
 to mix, mingle and pick the intellectual brains of current doctoral students and faculty | are strongly considering our EdD program but have several questions – the most pressing being – “Is this program the right fit for me?” |